
Distance Learning Phone Photography Curriculum 
 
Digital Phone Photography Lesson 5 
 
Objective(s) 
       
Students will be able to create a photography depicting one space of importance to them that shows the space empty 
because of the COVID 19 pandemic in response to looking at the New York times Great Empty Series.  
 
Students will be able to create a response to their work describing how it makes them feel, and why it is important that 
they as student photographers document these spaces at this time in history. 
              
 
Places we would normally see lots of people are now empty because of the Corona Virus. In response to this massive 
change, photographers all around the world took pictures of famous places where normally lots of people would be 
hanging out, they captured the emptiness of these places. These photographers were featured in the New York Times a 
few weeks ago and this collection of work was called The Great Empty.    
 
What is one space you have been to recently that looked pretty empty?  
You are art student photographers and your assignment is to contribute one picture to Our Schools Great Empty 
Series!   
  
After looking at the article below take a photograph inspired by the photography project in the New York Times 
Newspaper called The Great Empty. Focus on the empty quality of the public spaces near you, this can be any public 
space including your favorite places to hang out with groups of friends. 
 
Part 1: Read article and look at the pictures: 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/23/world/coronavirus-great-
empty.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR2NYWCM0_fw-
2IqT2r7MuKGIQCIZ1gvcDIwu1btOY3GEK1TlhLdzjn0cIU 
 

Part 2: Watch Video 1 then Video 2 
 
Part2:  

1.) You should take at least 5-10 different pictures following our photography checklist below. 
2.) Choose your best one to submit ☺  only one. 
3.) Look at your one picture then answer and submit the reflection questions about your one picture below: 

• What space is this? 
• Why is it important to you? 
• How does it feel to see this space empty? 
• Why do you think it is important that we as photographers document this space? 

 
Vocabulary 

 
SUBJECT MATTER- This is what you are taking a picture of (a portrait, a landscape, a still life, architecture, interiors, food 
ect.) 
 
RULE OF THIRDS- a guide to help you compose a visual image, in which you divide your image into nine equal parts 
(making a grid) and at one or more points of intersection is where your main subject should be placed. Rule of thirds 
helps you place objects at the top, bottom, left and right side of the frame. 
 
THE FRAME- The rectangle that your picture lives inside of. When you take a picture with your phone you see the image 
on your screen which is a rectangle, that rectangle us your frame, you decide what stays in and what goes out. 
 
FOCUS- The position at which rays of light from a lens converge to form a clear and sharply defined image on a focal 
plane. The action of adjusting the distance between the lens and subject to make light rays converge to form a clear and 
sharply defined image of the subject. 
 
AF- this stands for Auto Focus, you use this function when you’re taking a digital image on your phone, when you tap a 
point to focus on, that point and everything close to it becomes the most sharp and clear part of your picture, or the most 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/23/world/coronavirus-great-empty.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR2NYWCM0_fw-2IqT2r7MuKGIQCIZ1gvcDIwu1btOY3GEK1TlhLdzjn0cIU
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/23/world/coronavirus-great-empty.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR2NYWCM0_fw-2IqT2r7MuKGIQCIZ1gvcDIwu1btOY3GEK1TlhLdzjn0cIU
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/23/world/coronavirus-great-empty.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR2NYWCM0_fw-2IqT2r7MuKGIQCIZ1gvcDIwu1btOY3GEK1TlhLdzjn0cIU


“in focus” part of your picture. The farther away from that point that you look the more out of focus or less sharp the 
image will look, it may even look “blurry” in some cases   
 
EXPOSURE- How much light you let the camera lens take in, which effects how light and dark the tones are in your image. 
 
AE- This stands for Auto Exposure, you use this function when you are taking a digital image on your phone. When you 
tap a point to focus on your camera is going to use this object to decide how much light is needed to hit your cameras 
sensor, so this object shows up on your picture properly lit, not to dark, not to light.  
 
Cropping- when you use your frame to cut out certain parts of the picture to focus your image more on one subject 
 
 

Cell Photo Photography Checklist 
 Choose your SUBJECT MATTER 

  
 Consciously Frame Your Objects  

 
 Keep in mind the RULE OF THIRDS AND straight lines by using the grid overlay go to Settings app > Tap on 

Photos & Camera > Tap the switch next to Grid to turn it on 
 

 Choose a point in the image to FOCUS and set the (AF-AUTO FOCUS AND AE-AUTO EXPOSE) by Tapping the 
screen on that point you chose until you see the AE/AF Lock banner appears this means your focus in locked. 
 

 Set your exposure by moving the SUN icon up and down. 
 
 

 
Example: The Brooklyn Museum 

 

 
  

 
 
 
 



Rubric: 
 

Subject Matter: Does work show you created a photography of one empty space which you composed with care 
and purpose. 
 
4: Work shows an above average clear, carful, purposeful placement of subject matter. 
3: Work shows a clear, carful, purposeful placement of subject matter. 
2: Work shows a somewhat below average clear, carful, purposeful placement of subject matter. 
1: Work shows a no clear, carful, purposeful placement of subject matter. 

 
Framing- Does your work show that you are using the rule of thirds to guide and help you compose a visual 
image, in which you divide your image into nine equal parts (making a grid) and at one or more points of 
intersection is where your main subject should be placed? 

 
4: Work shows an above average arrangement of objects in and around the frame using the rule of thirds. 
3: Work shows an average arrangement of objects in and around the frame using the rule of thirds. 
2: Work shows a somewhat below average arrangement of objects in and around the frame using the rule of thirds. 
1: Work shows no arrange objects in and around the frame using the rule of thirds. 

 
AF- (Auto Focus) Does your work show an image where you used Auto Focus function, is there a sharpest and 
clear point in your picture or most “in focus” part of your picture? 

 
4: Image is completely in focus bringing the viewers eye to the main subject of the piece. 
3: Image is partially in focus bringing the viewers eye to the main subject of the piece. 
2: Image is partially in focus, it is unclear where the main subject of the piece is. 
1: Image is not in focus, it is unclear where the main subject of the piece is. 

 
Exposure- Is the work properly exposed (not to dark not to light)? 
 
4: Image is evening exposed, there is a range from light to dark, the whites are the brightest parts the image. 
3: Image is slightly unevenly exposed, there is a range from light to dark,  some whites are muddy or blown out. 
2: Image is unevenly exposed, most all whites are blown out or are muddy. 
1: Image is unevenly exposed, all whites are blown out or extremely muddy. 
 

General Rubric: 
 

ART PROJECT 
GRADING RUBRIC: 

100 – 93% 
4 

YOU GO ABOVE AND 
BEYOND 

KEEP IT UP!!! 

92 – 80 % 
3 

YOU FORFILL THE 
TASK BUT YOU 

COULD 
GIVE ALITTLE 

MORE!!! 

79 – 66 % 
2 

YOU DO BELOW 
AVERAGE WORK 

AND 
NEED TO DO MORE 

!!! 

65-LOWER 
1 

YOU DO NOT DO 
ANY WORK AND 

YOU NEED TO SEE 
ME TO COME UP 
WITH A PLAN TO 

HELP YOU!!! 
 

PROJECT STEPS, 
DIRECTIONS AND 
REQUIREMENTS. 

 

Student has a 
complete 

understanding 
of project and 

expectational skills 
with media. 

Student has a very 
good idea of class 

project and has 
average to above 

average skills. 

Student has average 
to barely grasping 

the directions, 
shows some skill. 

Student does not 
meet expectations, 
shows little artistic 

skill. 

 
LEVEL OF 

ORIGINALITY AND 
CREATIVITY. 

Students work 
shows unique and 

individualistic, 
innovative work. 

Students work 
shows mostly 
original work. 

Students work 
shows some 

originality but 
mostly complied or 

slightly altered. 

Students work 
shows no original 

ideas. 

 
DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

AND ELEMENTS. 

Student has 
complete 

understanding and 
use of design 

principles and 
elements. 

Students work had 
average to high 

level use of design 
principles. 

Student 
demonstrates 
unclear use of 

design principles 
and elements. 

Student 
demonstrates little 

to no concept or 
thought our use of 

design principles or 
elements of art. 

 
TEAM WORK AND 
COMMUNICATION 

WITH OTHERS. 
 

Students always 
contributes to 
discussion and 

works well with 
others. 

Students 
contributes to class 
discussion most of 
the time and works 

with others. 

Students seldom 
contributes to class 
and or is sometimes 

uncooperative. 

Students shows no 
attempt to 

communicate and or 
is argumentative. 

 
ATTITUDE IN CLASS, 

ATTENTION AND 
ATTENDANCE. 

Students is very helpful 
positive and considerate, is 
an active learner, makes up 

missed work. 

Students is helpful in class 
and makes up missed 

work. 

Students is not helpful and 
sometimes uncooperative 

shows little to no 
responsibility in making up 

missed work 

Students is uninvolved, 
disruptive shows no 

responsibility in making up 
missed work. 



Student Samples:  
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Student Sample_8 



 

 



 



 
 

 
 

 


